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Source / Link:     

https://industry4um.sk/secop-digitalne-dvojca-nam-pomaha-odstranit-uzke-miesta-na-montaznej-linke/   

Technology area: 

☐  Artificial Intelligence  

☐  Big Data 

☒  Digital Twins 

☐  IoT and IIoT 

☐  Cybersecurity 

☐  VR/AR 

☐  Robotics 

☐  Automation 

☐  System Integration 

☐  Smart Sensors 

☐  Additive Manufacturing 

☐  Other:  

 

Type of good practice: 

☒  Company 

☒  Project 

☐  Initiative 

☐  Programme 

☐  Other 

 

 

 

Target group: 

☐  Discrete (smart) manufacturing  

☐  Automotive 

☐  Aerospace   

☐  Metal processing   

☒  Consumer goods   

☐  Pharmaceuticals and chemistry   

☐  Food and agriculture  

☐  Health   

☐  Textiles   

☐  Others  

  

Summary 

Secop s.r.o. completed the implementation of the digital twin on the assembly line of refrigeration 

compressors. The purpose of implementing one of the industry 4.0 megatrend - the digital twin's key 

technologies was to help identify the emergence of problems that reduce the productivity of the 

production line. It is one of the few solutions implemented to implement a digital twin in the Slovak 

engineering environment. The solution fulfilled the task of evaluating the production process on the line 

and identifying the sources causing decreased productivity. 

 

Detailed description  

SECOP digital twin - Secop is the expert for advanced hermetic compressor technologies and cooling 

solutions in commercial refrigeration. They develop high performance static and mobile cooling 

solutions for leading international retail refrigeration businesses. 

The digital twin solution for Secop was created by SOVA Digital and SIDAT Digital in the Plant 

Simulation software environment from Siemens. The digital twin project was complex and included a 

whole chain of measures. It includes sensors, data collection, PLC control units, simultaneously 

digitization of production data, the position of the digital twin itself and the subsequent generation of 

intelligent outputs, which fall into the Industry 4.0 Strategy for algorithmic identification of problem areas 

in production. 

https://industry4um.sk/secop-digitalne-dvojca-nam-pomaha-odstranit-uzke-miesta-na-montaznej-linke/
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Beneficial Results 

Standard reports were used as outputs and visualization, which algorithmically evaluates data in real-

time and brings them into graphical processing. In this way, they can be used for various professions 

such as master, production manager, quality and the like. By implementing a digital twin, Secop has 

transformed the collected data into meaningful and standardised information. As a result, the company 

has the potential to invest its money best so that the production line is more efficient. At the same time, 

the decision to continue the digitization and implementation of the digital twin on other lines as well. 
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